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Creating Better Lives
regional grants

Dementia

In early August, we invited applications from
local organisations and groups in Edinburgh
and the Lothians, Borders, Fife and Tayside
for projects that will support people affected
by dementia in their areas. Organisations
could apply for funding of between £2,000 and
£15,000 for projects lasting up to 18 months. The
Trust also offered online Q&A sessions via Zoom
to provide anybody who was interested in
applying for a grant with an opportunity to ask
questions and learn more about Creating Better
Lives. We received 49 applications and will be
announcing some new projects very soon.

The last few months have been very busy
for the Dementia Programme, with our first
two ‘Community and Dementia: A Whole Life
Approach’ online learning events, Dementia
Activism Week, the launch of four Creating
Better Lives regional grants programmes and
more. We also produced a COVID-19 Learning
Report which looked at the particular challenges
faced by people living with dementia and
unpaid carers of those with dementia.

COVID-19 learning report
– Dementia Programme
The Trust gathered significant learning from
our beneficiaries and awardees during the
lockdown caused by COVID-19, which we have
now collated into a learning report. In the
section dedicated to the Dementia Programme,
we wanted to identify the particular challenges
faced by people living with dementia and
unpaid carers of people with dementia during
lockdown, as well as the challenges experienced
by the organisations who deliver services to
support them. The purpose of the report is to
highlight the key learning emerging so far, in
particular the flexibility and importance of a
local response to need in times of crisis and to
identify what is needed to support organisations
and individuals transitioning out of lockdown.

COVID-19

Learning
Report

Dementia Programme

Download the report here: https://www.
lifechangestrust.org.uk/sites/default/files/
publication/files/BOTH%20PROGRAMMES%20
COVID-19%20LEARNING%20REPORT.pdf
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Dementia Activism Week

We also held 2 webinars. The first was called
‘From Acorns to Oak Trees – Passing on the
Baton of Dementia Activism’, during which
four people living with dementia shared with
each other (and the audience) what they learned
from being effective activists. You can watch
their very inspiring contributions here. The
second was called ‘How To Be A Good Ally
to Activists’ featuring Ron Coleman, James
McKillop and Agnes Houston talking about what
a good ally should look like in practice. It was
a really informative event, with some powerful
contributions (watch it here).

During the week of 14-18 September, we
launched Dementia Activism Week. To mark
the occasion, the Trust shone a light on the
fantastic work that has been done in Scotland
by people living with dementia to inform and
influence, and to take the lead in what matters
to them. We started the week with a landmark
book put together by Philly Hare, ‘Loud and
Clear – exploring two decades of involvement,
voice and activism by people with dementia
in Scotland’, and a short film featuring some
of the activists reading excerpts from the book
(watch it here).
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We also premiered the film ‘Standing Up For
Dementia in Fife’ by the STAND group. In it,
activists share more about who they are, what
they do and what being part of the group has
meant for them in terms of confidence and
choice over their own lives (watch it here). And
Ron Coleman, from the DEEPNESS initiative,
introduced us to how technology supports him
day to day – more specifically, Alexa. Ron wrote
a stage play entitled Alexa and Me, which he
then turned into a radio play. He has also written
a workbook which guides anyone with dementia
through the journey of using Alexa to empower
and support their lives.

“Had the pleasure of attending
this inspiring webinar today.
It was an honour to be able to
hear Activists who spoke with
gentle honesty and positivity.
Thank you!!”

“Some truly amazing people
have really demonstrated what
can be possible with dementia.
Whether someone chooses
to be an activist or not, there
is still so much that people
can do. Life with dementia is
different but doesn’t have to
be without hope!”

You can listen to the play and download the
workbook here
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Dementia: A Whole Life
Approach - Dementia Dog
Learning Event

“Best event I’ve been to, felt
much more interactive and as
if I was part of it and not just
watching. Very well organised,
loved the breakouts where
we got to speak with other
attendees (just as if we were
at a real-life event), and the
Q&A session at the end felt
very natural. Just to add that
meeting Jeanette, Anne and
Henry was a privilege that
really showed how amazing the
dementia dog programme is.”

In October, we hosted an online webinar
where we examined the findings of an
independent evaluation of the Trust funded
Dementia Assistance Dog project, produced by
HammondCare. We also spoke to two families
who have dementia assistance dogs about the
powerful impact the dogs have made on their
everyday lives, from getting them out and
about and improving their physical and mental
wellbeing to helping with essential daily tasks.
We looked at the journey of the dogs, from
when they were puppies, through training and
being matched with their families and finally we
looked at recommendations for future dementia
dog funding.
Watch the webinar and read the report here
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Projects News

Demand is such that Capital Theatres have
partnered up with Dementia Friendly East Lothian
so that these sessions can be offered further
afield. A Brew and A Blether, which started as a
relaxed drop-in chat on Zoom for people affected
by dementia, is now also a place for other
organisations to share what they are doing to
support people. The sessions will now see the
group going on virtual tours and behind the
scenes at organisations they are currently unable
to visit. And lastly, their monthly Tea and
Jam sessions are proving very popular on Zoom,
with participants singing, playing an instrument
or just enjoying the fun vibes.

While we continue working in the background,
finding new ways to share our learning and
adapting to our new normal, our funded projects
have kept innovating and coming up with new
ideas to stay connected and support their
beneficiaries. Here are but a few examples.

Outside the Box
As part of their Families Wellbeing Project,
Outside the Box has been hearing from a range
of different families across Scotland about the
impact of COVID-19 on their wellbeing and
what they have found to be helpful. They have
brought together a range of practical ways to
connect with people – during the pandemic and
in the future. These include tips on how to set up
a telephone circle, how-to guides for using Zoom
or Microsoft Teams, as well as a look at different
video-calling options.

Find out more about their online events: https://
www.capitaltheatres.com/raise-the-curtain

Also happening
 Shinty Memories Scotland has received
funding to install audio-visual equipment,
including large screens, to local care
homes in the Highlands.

You can download their useful guides on the
Outside the Box website: https://otbds.org/
families-wellbeing-resources

 The Eric Liddell Centre is working
closely with the organisation Tap into
IT, to facilitate getting equipment
and IT support to programme participants
who otherwise would be unable to connect
to online sessions.

Capital Theatres
Capital Theatres have continued and
adapted their online programme of events
designed for people with dementia, their
families and carers, and informed by the
participants. These events include Contactless
Afternoon Tea, with pre-recorded performances
available online, by MP3 or posted out in DVD
format, and baked and savoury goods delivered
by local volunteer bakers.

 Singing in groups may not be possible but
there’s no shortage of determination and
innovation to help keep people singing and
connected. Luminate’s Dementia Inclusive
Singing Network meets each month to
share practice, ideas and questions.
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Young people with
care experience

Download the report: https://www.lifechangestrust.
org.uk/sites/default/files/publication/files/
BOTH%20PROGRAMMES%20COVID-19%20
LEARNING%20REPORT.pdf

Our Young People with Care Experience
programme has had loads going on too, with our
online Individual Funding Awards learning event,
Care Experienced Week, the launch of a new
poetry book, Here I Stand, authored by people
with care experience, and the COVID-19 learning
report which focusses on what we learned from
the response to our Keep Well
Fund initiative.

COVID-19 Learning Report
– Young People with Care
Experience Programme
When public health measures first emerged
to deal with the pandemic in March 2020,
the Trust and our Advisory Group (voluntary
advisors who each have their own experience
of the care system) quickly recognised the
acute impact that social isolation and societal
disruption was likely to have on young people
with care experience. By April 2020, we had
co-produced and launched an individual grants
initiative called the Keep Well Fund to support
the wellbeing of young people with care
experience during lockdown. The rich data we
have gathered from the testimony of hundreds
of young people who applied to the Keep Well
Fund has offered us a unique lens in terms
of understanding the impact of the global
pandemic on young people with care experience.
The report also draws on learning from Trustfunded organisations.
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Individual Funding
Awards and Co-production
Learning Event

“This was such an inspiring
event. Superb on many levels!”

In September, we held a fantastic online
learning event looking at the Trust’s experience
of delivering individual funding awards for
young people with care experience. It focussed
on Aspirational Awards, an individual award
scheme co-produced with the Trust’s Advisory
Group and designed for young people with
care experience aged 21-26. As well as sharing
our briefing paper’s findings, we heard from
two awardees about the impact the grant has
made on their lives, and from members of the
Advisory Group about the real value of the coproduction process.

“Love the focus on people’s
aspirations and shows how
relatively small amounts
of money can result in big
outcomes”
“Had a great morning learning
more about Aspirational
Awards and the positive impact
these have for care experienced
people. Themes of flexibility
and co-production came
through loud and clear!”

You can watch the recording of the event here
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Care Experienced Week 2020

The group produced some fantastic resources,
including a great short film explaining who
they are, as well as a set of ‘key asks’ for the
care sector.

This year, Care Experienced Week took place
from 23rd to 31st October. All week, the Trust
highlighted rights and equalities for young
people with care experience, with blogs, videos,
and input from our funded projects about how
to support young people to engage with all of
their identities.

A team of researchers at University of Stirling’s
Centre for Child Wellbeing and Protection,
who are carrying out the evaluation of our
‘Rights and Equalities’ projects and our
Empowerment projects, produced a visual
‘comic’ to show their progress, which focuses
particularly on young people’s experiences of
the combination of being in care and things like
having a disability, being LGBTQ+ or being a
member of an ethnic minority community. They
also highlighted how important it is for young
people to have the complexity of their identities
understood and heard.

Over the week, we featured a blog, written for
us by Alastair Minty from In Control Scotland,
which received an award from the Life Changes
Trust to run a 3 year ‘Rights and Equalities’
project that works with young people with care
experience who also have a physical/learning
disability. We took a closer look at one of our
funded projects from LGBT Youth Scotland
and their Care Experienced Youth Commission,
a group of young activists working to get LGBT
voices heard.

Read more about the Trust’s highlights for Care
Experienced Week: https://www.lifechangestrust.
org.uk/news/care-experienced-week-2020
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Here I Stand: A Collection of
Poems and Reflections
The Trust has published a brand-new book of
poems and reflections authored by people
with care experience. The project encouraged
anyone with experience of care to write about
something that mattered to them in any format
– poems, songs, short stories, and more. Murron
Dempster, Curator and Foreword author of ‘Here
I Stand’ said,

The title of the publication, ‘Here I Stand’ is
taken from a poem called ‘Vision’ by Aiden
Axtell. Mhairi Reid from the Life Changes Trust
caught up with Aiden to talk about the power of
creative writing for people with care experience,
and he read his poem for us.
Meet Aiden.

“Young people with care experience are so
important in this world, and sometimes
their voices are not heard. I know from
my own experiences, and through the
work that I do with young people, that
creative writing can help you emotionally
and mentally to get through life’s highs
and lows. Writing is a way to escape
and a lot of the time that is something
that we care-experienced young folk
can struggle with. This publication is
powerful. I was really impressed with
all of the creative writing that people
shared. The book covers so many physical
and emotional experiences that the
care-experienced community can relate
to, and it’s important to flag that there
are words in here that people may find
challenging. But this book also shows
that there are good people out there and
positive relationships matter! I hope
people really engage with the words in
‘Here I Stand’ and change happens as a
result.”

HERE I
STAND
A collection of poems and
reflections from young people with
experience of the care system

1

You can download a copy of the book here.
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Projects News

Also happening
 Midlothian Champs organised a series of
online peer-mentor training sessions for their
members, in order to build on their skills and
share their experiences. They are continuing
with their online activities, including their
Friday cook-along on Facebook.

Perth & Kinross
Champions Board
The Champions Board successfully launched
their Corporate Parenting Kits during lockdown,
and have started conversations with several
organisations in order to gather pledges to
their young people with care experience. These
include the Breathe Project, which will provide
free travel to access youth opportunities, the
YMCA in Perth who now have a care experienced
young people (CEYP) ambassador who will
ensure young people with care experience have
a place on every Princes Trust Team, and the
local Scottish Fire and Rescue Service who
will deliver home fire safety visits to young
people with care experience taking their first
tenancy. Follow FYI Perth and Kinross on
Twitter: https://twitter.com/fyipandk

 Moniack Mhor organised ‘If streets could
talk…’, a three-day project where young
people worked with a writer and a street
artist to produce a striking and thoughtprovoking 10-metre street art mural. Social
distancing measures applied.

Winter Wednesdays with
Highland Champs
For the first time ever, Highland Champs are
opening all sessions to Care Experienced Young
People across the North of Scotland - a brilliant
chance to catch up with friends from Summer
Camp and to meet new folk too. Every session is
organised by a partner organisation, meaning
lots of new activities are on offer. The first 3 are
from Musicares and are suitable for complete
newbies to experienced musicians!
Check out their Facebook page for more info.

 Youth Justice Voices received a
commendation at The Howard League
Community Awards! Well done to all the
young people involved!
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